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Smt. Nandita Garlossa, Haflong : Hon'ble Sir, The opposition has
brought the Cut Motion and I stand against the Motion.  I  will like to
say that everybody knows about Dima Hasao District and most spe-
cifically I  like to say in our  District there are some areas which are
plane  Areas and there are some areas which are Hilly Areas. Mostly
in the Hilly Areas we go for the Jhum cultivation and in the plane
Areas we go for the Bet cultivation. In the dry  this one,  that is Jhum
cultivation we find that the environmental  damage is also there, in
the long process  it be continues for many years there will be some
of the other and environmental changes will definately be there. That
is why I want to bring to the notice to the House that  we have move
forward for the organic farming and this for the organic farming
what have seen it in , this is that the Budget is very small amount and
I would like to say that we underwing the Sixth Shedule Autonomus
Council being at transfered subject, we are not getting the amount
which is such a  requiard for . So I would like to place in the House
that if it is our organic farming that is supposed to be done it should
actually be given in the different allotment in the Budget that is why
I standing against saying that we need more of the Budget in the
District. For the organic farming certification of the process has to
be done  and  then we can definetely see as an example if I say
interior more areas everywhere there is a Jhum cultivation and it is
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a multi croping system and we go for the Jhum cultivation. The Rice
is being planted as in the Rice where it is being planted,  we go for
the other vegetables also. and to us surprised the vegetable that is
being  sold in the Market is of the very meagre amount. We cann't
give it to the larger price also. So those are the sectors where  we
need to give more attention and then where the requirement is more.
If we go for the Marketing place also we will requiare the Vehicles
. If we go for the Cold Storages also to live it for the  longer period
of time then also we need  Cold Storages.  So construction of the
Cold Storages taking of the meterials from the particular area to the
place of destination where it is to be sold those areas we need actu-
ally a Van and those Van and those Van I think it will be a Cold
Storage processes Van where it can be brought from our District which
is of a 348 kms even if it comes to Guwahati also and if it comes to
some parts in areas say for Lumding or Hojai or Nagaon if we get one
marketing place where we can sell then also coming from my District
to that area also requires some amount in where we can invest it and
then we will get a very good produce. So my point of saying is that in
the Agricultural Sector the whole districts depends on the Agricul-
ture Sector and it can really make it a very good area in the State of
Assam also because I can say that if I see the whole Map of Assam
you will find that there are two districts one is Karbi Anglong which
is being based on East and West Karbi Anglong but it is only in the
name of hills I will say practically if we go more we will find it in
our district which is 70% it has been covered by hills we will say
that 85% is being covered by the  farmers where they go on cultiva-
tion of the land, the other reason for my going against is that we have
this in 2018-19 I can say that there has been an institution which has
been given which is an Horticultural College area near Maibong but
that also has not been upto-date because of the financial problem so
necessity of any demand of the Institution even if it is required it is
about the money that is why when it is been given in Cut Motion of
the Budget to the curdle, I am standing against it in the district what-
ever it is been required is not up to the extent of the amount that we
require, so these are the two things the Horticultural College which
was supposed to be initiated it is to some process but it cannot  move
further, I would like to show to the House also when I was just here
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and I got one message from my place that this year the products which
has been just initiated means just 1(one) week before, I can show it to
the House 1(one) week before, there was an programme from the
Estate Department saying that Green Revolution and then they were
going for the Bee Keeping so these are some of the products which
can really come up in the Sector, in the Areas, where we can really
produce to a larger amount. So, the process is that there are things
which can be made into but then always the curdle comes about the
money, so Bee Keeping when I had about this is that, when Agricul-
ture does not means that it is only a Department where we are con-
cerned only with the Farmers, for me Agriculture I will say it is
related to so many other departments and to make the Agriculture
more better  I will say that I will also be concerned with the Irriga-
tion Department if the Irrigation Department is not to the concern
which we are expecting that Agriculture will again be in a loss. And
in the hill areas we are only depending on the hill streams water we
are not depending on the others areas where we can say that a big
rivers are there from where the Irrigation system will be good we
cannot depend on that. So Irrigation sector is related with the Agri-
culture where we can get more of the products. But I would like to
say in the House when the Government has given for the Rice Mills
Sector in every district, I am sad to say that in my district we cannot
go for the Rice Mill Sector because of the reason that we are not
input with the more amount of money where we can invest it, so that
is one of the reason , lands are there, farmers are there, working
capacity is there, but then there are various numbers of guys also
which are being cultivable in the hilly areas so those are the areas
where we can really like to put into it and come into real practice so
that we can get huge number of production for the rice also that will
be benefitted to my farmers so agriculture in any of the State of As-
sam, when there are Agricultural shows I see that any products that
come from Dima Hasao District goes to other within 2 or 3 days, it
does not remain for 5 days also within 2 or 3 days the whole stole of
Dima Hasao products goes in sale very nicely that I can say because
I have seen it and then I can also say that the Department in the district
is very well  equiped to do the work but only thing is that we are
getting it less importance I will say, so I will say to the Government
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that more important should be given , more amount should be taken
into account so that along with the rest of Assam we can go also move
in to the phase. Thank you so much.
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Under the Provision of Article-207(1) of the Constitution of
India, I, Prof. Jagdish Mukhi, Governor of Assam recommend the
introduction of the Assam Appropriation (No.II) Bill, 2022 in the
Assam Legislative Assembly.
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The Assam Appropria-
tion (No.II) Bill, 2022

Under the Provision of Article-207(3) of the Constitution of India, I,
Prof. Jagdish Mukhi, Governor of Assam recommend the Assam
Appropriation (No.II) Bill, 2022 to be taken in consideration by the
Assam Legislative Assembly.

The debate on Ap-
propriation Bill shall be restricted to matters of publice improtance
or administrative policy implied in the grants covered by the bill
which have not already been raised while the relevant demands for
grants were under consideration. 

The debate on Appropriation Bill shall be restricted to
matters of publice improtance or administrative policy implied in
the grants covered by the bill which have not already been raised
while the relevant demands for grants were under consideration.
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The Speaker may fix
the time for the dicussion of the Appropriation Bill. 
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The
Assam Consolidation of Holdings (Repealing )Bill, 2022”

The Assam Con-
solidation of Holdings (Repealing )Bill, 2022.

The Assam
Famine Relief and Insurance Fund (Repealing) Bill, 2022’’

The
Assam Famine Relief and Insurance Fund (Repealing)
Bill, 2022’’ 

The
Assam Famine Relief and Insurance Fund (Repealing)
Bill, 2022’’ 

The Assam Famine
Relief and Insurance Fund (Repealing) Bill, 2022’’.

 


